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Characterization of Hydrogen Bond Lengths in Watson–Crick
Base Pairs by Cross-Correlated Relaxation
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Hydrogen bond lengths in Watson–Crick base pairs can be char-
acterized by cross-correlated relaxation between 1H chemical shift
anisotropy and dipole–dipole coupling of 1H and its hydrogen bond
acceptor 15N. As a reference, the cross-correlated relaxation be-
tween 1H chemical shift anisotropy and dipole–dipole coupling of
1H and its hydrogen bond donor 15N is used. With the two mea-
sured cross-correlated relaxation rates, an apparent hydrogen bond
length can be determined, which is composed by the hydrogen bond
length multiplied by a term representing the amplitude of inter-
base motions. Data are presented for the 15N3–1H3· ·15N1 hydro-
gen bonds in A = T base pairs of the Antennapedia homeodomain–
DNA complex with a correlation time of global rotational diffusion
of 20 ns. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; cross-correlated relaxation; TROSY; hydrogen
bonds; Watson–Crick base pair.
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Hydrogen bonds are key elements in three-dimensional s
tures of proteins and nucleic acids as well as for intermo
cular recognition. However, usually their presence in biolog
macromolecules can only indirectly be inferred from experim
tal data (1). The observation of scalar couplings across hydro
bonds now provides direct evidence for these interactions,
these data have been reported for Watson–Crick base pairs
cleic acids (2, 3) and for hydrogen bonds in proteins (4). Here,
we show that by measuring cross-correlated relaxation (5–15)
across the hydrogen bond between1H chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA)1 and dipole–dipole (DD) coupling of1H and its hydro-
gen bond acceptor15N, an apparent hydrogen bond length c
be determined, which characterizes the length of the hydro
bond in combination with its dynamical fluctuation.

The rate of cross-correlated relaxation between axial CS
spin I and the DD-coupling between spin I and spin S in a la
1 Abbreviations used: CSA, chemical shift anisotropy; DD, dipole–dipo
H· ·N RC, cross-correlated relaxation rate across the hydrogen bond betwee1H
CSA and DD coupling of1H and its hydrogen bond acceptor15N; H–NRC, cross-
correlated relaxation rate within the imino group between1H CSA and DD cou-
pling of1H and its covalently attached hydrogen bond donor15N; H· ·Nrapparent,
the apparent hydrogen bond length;H· ·NS, order parameter of the hydroge
bond;H–NS, order parameter of the covalent bond15N–1H.
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spherical molecule with fast internal motions is given by

RC = 4P2(ϑ)

15
(γI B01σI )

( -hγIγS
/

r 3
IS

)
τcS2, [1]

wherer IS is the internuclear distance,1σI is the CSA tensor of
nucleus I,B0 is the static magnetic field,γI andγS are the gyro-
magnetic ratios of I and S (5, 6, 14, 15), P2(ϑ) = 1

2(3(cos(ϑ))2−
1) is the second-order Legendre polynomial evaluated at the
gle ϑ between the long principal axis of the CSA tensor a
the internuclear vector, andS is the generalized order paramet
(16).

The relaxation rates of interest in this publication areH· ·N RC,
the cross-correlated relaxation rate across the hydrogen b
between1H CSA and DD coupling of1H and its hydrogen bond
acceptor15N, and H–NRC, the cross-correlated relaxation ra
within the imino group between1H CSA and DD coupling of
1H and its covalently attached hydrogen bond donor15N (see
Fig. 1a). The ratio between the two relaxation rates is

H–NRC
H· ·N RC

= P2(ϑ) · H–NS2 · H· ·Nr 3

P2(ϑ + δ) · H· ·NS2 · H–Nr 3
, [2]

whereH· ·Nr and H–Nr are the two characteristic distances f
a hydrogen bond (see Fig. 1a), andδ is the angle by which
the hydrogen bond deviates from linearity. The order param
H–NScharacterizes the amplitude of the intrabase motion of
covalent bond15N–1H, andH· ·NScharacterizes the amplitude o
the interbase motion of the hydrogen bond1H· ·15N (Fig. 1a).

If a linear hydrogen bond is assumed the two relaxation ra
differ only by the two distancesH· ·Nr andH–Nr and the two or-
der parametersH· ·NSandH–NS. Thus, measuring the two cross
correlated relaxation ratesH–NRC andH· ·N RC an apparent hy-
drogen bond lengthH· ·Nrapparentcan be determined:

H· ·Nrapparent= H· ·Nr · 3

√
H–NS2

H· ·NS2

= H–Nr · 3

√
H–NRC
H· ·N RC

. [3]
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FIG. 1. (a) Cartoon of the hydrogen bond15N–1H3· ·15N1 in A=T base pairs with the corresponding relaxation rates and internuclear distancesH–Nr and
H· ·Nr . (b) and (c) [15N,1H]-ZQ TROSY experiments for measurements of cross-correlated relaxation rate across the hydrogen bondH· ·N RC between1H3 CSA
and1H3· ·15N1 DD coupling in A=T base pairs and of cross-correlated relaxation rateH–NRC between1H3 CSA and1H3–15N3 DD coupling, respectively. The
actual cross-correlated relaxation rates rely on the ratio of the peak volumes of the two interleaved measured subexperiments I and II, which differsonly in the
offset of the15N softpulses as indicated in the scheme. The hydrogen bond distanceH· ·Nr (see (a)) is calculated from the ratio of the two measured cross-correl
relaxation ratesH· ·N RC andH–NRC in (b) and (c) and from the covalent1H3–15N3 distanceH–Nr according to Eq. [5]. In the experimental schemes, narrow a
wide bars indicate nonselective 90◦ and 180◦ pulses applied at the1H and the15N frequencies, with the carrier offsets placed at 12.8 and 159.5 ppm, respective
not otherwise specified. Water is handled by the application of off-resonance water-selective 90◦ rf-pulses with length 1.5 ms indicated by shaded shapes on the
1H (22). The delays are1 = 5.4 ms,T = 130 ms, andTref = 24 ms. The line marked PFG indicates the pulsed magnetic field gradients applied along thez-axis
with a duration of 0.8 ms and an amplitude ofG1: 10 G/cm,G2: 12 G/cm, andG3: 15 G/cm. The phases for the rf-pulses are81 = {x},82 = {−x},83 = {x},
84 = {x,−x,−y, y}, 91 = {y,−y, x,−x}, 92 = {y}; 93 = {x, x, x, x,−x,−x,−x,−x}; x on all pulses without phase specification. The 180◦ pulses with
phase83 consist of a refocusing REBURP pulse (23), with a duration of 1 ms. In (b), the 180◦ pulses with phase93 consist of a Gaussian profile with a duratio
of 450µs and an offset of−4789 Hz for subexperiment I and+4789 Hz for subexperiment II, respectively. The 180◦ pulses with phase93 in subexperiment II
excite the hydrogen bond acceptor15N1 resonances at 222.5 ppm to suppress the cross-correlated relaxation across the hydrogen bond. For subexper
180◦ pulses with phase93 are not needed, but one used to minimize any artefacts, i.e., the partial excitation of the hydrogen bond donor N3 resonanc
subexperiments. In subexperiment II of (c), the 180◦ pulses with phase93 were set on resonance to 159.5 ppm to suppress the cross-correlated relaxationH–NRC

between1H3 CSA and1H3–15N3 DD coupling during the delayTref. As in (b) for subexperiment I, no 180◦ pulses with phase93 are needed, but set of resonanc
by−150 kHz to avoid any artefacts between the two subexperiments. For each individual data set recorded with I and II in (b) and (c), a complex intem
is obtained by recording a second FID for eachtl delay, with81 = {−x}, 82 = {x}, 84 = {x,−x, y,−y}, and92 = {−y}, which results in a phase-sensitiv

2D [1H,15N] correlation spectrum that contains only the slowly relaxing component of the 2D15N–1H multiplet. The two subspectra I and II of (b) and (c) were
measured interleaved and stored separately. For the data processing the procedure of Kayet al. (24) was used. The given length of the soft pulses is optimized for
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a magnetic field of 750 MHz1H-frequency.

Since the order parameterS characterizes the amplitude
motion, the ratio of the two order parameters describes the
tional amplitude of the hydrogen bond relative to the motio
amplitude of the donor base. Thus, the apparent hydrogen
length is a product of a geometric factor and a motional fac
For a rigid Watson–Crick base pairH· ·Nrapparent= H· ·Nr . For a
Watson–Crick base pair with interbase motionsH· ·Nrapparent>
H· ·Nr .

The hydrogen bonds in Watson–Crick base pairs might d
ate from linearity. In the crystal structure of theAntennapedia
homeodomain–DNA complex (18) the deviation from linear

is smaller than 10◦ (δ < 10◦). The contribution of such small
deviations to the determination of an apparent hydrogen b
o-
al
ond
or.

vi-

ty

length is less than 10%, and therefore within the precision of
determination of the hydrogen bond length (see also captio
Fig. 3a).

In the following we focus on hydrogen bond lengths determ
nation of A=T base pairs. The experimental pulse scheme
measuring the cross-correlated relaxation rate across the hy
gen bondH· ·N RC is composed of two subexperiments termed
and II (Fig. 1b). It is based on a [15N,1H]-ZQ-TROSY experi-
ment as described previously (17) extended by a delayT . The
180◦ 1H-pulses duringT refocus the chemical shifts and an
scalar couplings (for examplel JHN, hJHN). In subexperiment I,
ond
cross-correlated relaxation across the hydrogen bond is active
during the time periodT , since the 180◦ pulses with phase93 are
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The fitted average parameters S/ S for each measured hydrogen bond
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FIG. 2. Cross sections of subexperiment I and subexperiment II of the p
sequence Fig. 1b through the cross-peak of the15N3,1H3 moiety of T21 of the
Antennapediahomeodomain–13C,15N-labeled DNA complex (Fig. 3c) recorde
on a Bruker DRX 750 spectrometer using a triple-resonance probehead equ
with az-gradient coil. In subexperiment II, cross-correlated relaxation acros
hydrogen bond is suppressed, which results in lower intensity of the cross
compared to the corresponding control experiment I. The NMR experim
in Figs. 1b and 1c were recorded at a concentration of 0.8 mM at 4◦C. The
measuring time for Fig. 1b was 70 h, for Fig. 1c 6 h. The acquired data
was in both experiments 50× 1024 complex points, witht1 max = 12 ms and
t2 max= 170 ms. The assignments were taken from Ref. (25).

set off-resonance (see Fig. 1b). Thus, the peak volumeH· ·N AI ∝
1
2(Exp[−T [R2 + H· ·N RC]] + Exp[−T [R2 − H· ·N RC]]). R2 is
the non-cross-correlated part of the transverse relaxation o
involved hydrogen H3.

In subexperiment II, the 180◦ pulses with phase93 are on
resonance on the hydrogen bond acceptor N1 (222.5 ppm)
therefore, suppress the cross-correlated relaxation rate acro
hydrogen bond (otherwise the two subexperiments I and II
identical). The corresponding peak volume of subexperime
H· ·N AII ∝ Exp[−T R2]. Figure 2 shows cross sections throu
the cross-peak of the15N3,1H3-moiety of T21 of theAntenna-
pediahomeodomain15N,13C-labeled DNA complex. The lowe
intensity of the cross peak of subexperiment II compared to
corresponding control experiment I is due to the suppressio
the cross-correlated relaxation across the hydrogen bond.

From the ratio of peak volumes of subexperiment I,H· ·N AI ,
and of subexperiment II,H· ·N AII ,

H· ·N RC, is calculated as

H· ·N RC = 1

T
acosh

(
H· ·N AI
H· ·N AII

)
. [4]

Similarly, using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1c, the cro
correlated relaxation rateH–NRC between1H3 CSA and1H3–
15N3 DD coupling is measured. Finally, in accordance w
Eq. [3] the apparent hydrogen bond lengthH· ·Nrapparentis ob-
tained from

H· ·Nrapparent= H–Nr
3

√√√√√ T · acosh
(

H–NAI
H–NAII

)
Tref · acosh

(
H· ·N AI
H· ·N AII

) . [5]

As can be inferred from Eq. [5], the apparent hydrogen b

lengthH· ·Nrapparentdepends strongly on the ratioH· ·N AI/

H· ·N AII

of experiment Fig. 1b, as shown in Fig. 3a. Thus, hydrog
FOR ABSOLUTE-VALUE DISPLAY 151
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FIG. 3. (a) Hydrogen bond lengthH· ·Nrapparentvs the ratio of the peak

volumesH· ·N AI /H· ·N AII of experiment of Fig. 1b according to Eq. [5]. Th
black curve was plotted with a N–H bond distanceH–Nr = 0.98 Å, ϑ = 20◦,
and the angleδ between the covalent and the hydrogen bond vectors of the
tancesH· ·Nr andH–Nr is 5◦. The grey region was plotted covering the followin
parameters: 0.98<H–Nr < 1.02 Å, 0◦<ϑ <20◦, and 0◦<δ<10◦. The ratio
H–NAI/

H–NAII = 1.5 measured in experiment of Fig. 1c was used. (b) Hyd
gen bond distanceH· ·Nrapparentobtained by cross-correlated relaxation vs h
drogen bond distance extracted from theX-ray structure of theAntennapedia
homeodomain–DNA complex (18). The hydrogen bond distances obtained b
cross-correlated relaxation were measured with aAntennapediahomeodomain–
DNA complex with the fully13C,15N-labeled DNA duplex (see Fig. 2). Each
experiment was measured three times and the average volume ratios of the
experiments were used. Hydrogen bond distances from the two X-ray struc
with a resolution of 2.4 A˚ (18; PDB accession code: 9ANT) were obtained a
sumingH–Nr = 0.98 Å. The average hydrogen bond lengths are plotted w
corresponding error bars, which are estimated based on the two available X
structures and on the resolution of the diffraction data according to Br¨unger
(26). (c) DNA sequence of theAntennapediahomeodomain–DNA complex.

H–N H· ·N
en
are indicated by+ for 1<H–NS/H· ·NS < 1.2, * for H–NS/H· ·NS> 1.2, **
for H–NS/H· ·NS> 1.4, and *** for H–NS/H· ·NS> 1.7, respectively.
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bond lengths can be measured in principle accurately, ev
variation in length of the covalent bindingH–Nr and nonper-
fect linearity of the hydrogen bond are taken into conside
tion (for details see caption to Fig. 3). The major limitati
of the approach presented here is that only a lower limit
H· ·Nrapparentcan be obtained for hydrogen bonds between
bases with large interbase motions. The measured volume r
H· ·N AI /H· ·N AII for apparent hydrogen bonds lengths longer th
2.3 Åare between 1.05 and 1.0 (see Fig. 3a). These values a
distinguishable in the experimental data set due to the sign
noise.

For theAntennapediahomeodomain15N,13C-labeled DNA
complex (Fig. 3c) with a correlation time of global rotation
diffusion of 20 ns (7), apparent hydrogen bond lengths15N3–
1H3· ·15N1 in A=T base pairs were obtained (Fig. 3b). For t
central Watson–Crick base pair A8=T21 (Fig. 3c) the apparen
hydrogen bond seems to be shorter than for the other A=T base
pairs. The measured apparent hydrogen bond length of A8=T21
is 1.9 Å. For all the other hydrogen bonds only a lower limit
2 Å or 2.3 Å can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3b. Since
apparent hydrogen bond length is a combination of dynamic
length of the hydrogen bond it describes its quality. Thus,
hydrogen bond of A8=T21 is in respect to motion and leng
the strongest hydrogen bond measured.

In a comparison with the hydrogen bond lengths extrac
from the crystal structures (18) the apparent hydrogen bon
length 15N3–1H3· ·15N1 for the central base pair A8=T21
is similar in length. The close agreement between the ap
ent hydrogen bond length and the hydrogen bond length e
polated from the crystal structure implies that the central b
pair A8=T21 seems to be quite rigid. In contrast, the appar
hydrogen bond lengths of the other base pairs are longer
the corresponding hydrogen bond length of the crystal st
ture (Fig. 3b). These observations are explained by interb
motions (see above). By fitting the apparent hydrogen b
length H· ·Nrapparentwith H· ·Nr the motional factorH–NS/H· ·NS
is obtained (Fig. 3c). As can be inferred from Fig. 3c the am
tude of the motion of the hydrogen bond relative to the do
base seems to increase towards the termini. Terminal fra
and concomitant larger motions are usually observed in s
DNA duplices, although not to such an extent as now dem
strated for the hydrogen bonds. Further, one large differenc
observed for the hydrogen bond15N3–1H3· ·15N1 of the base
pair T18=A11 (Fig. 3b). In the crystal structures the hydrog
bond length is between 1.4 and 1.8 A˚ ; the NMR measurement
yield a lower limit of 2.3 Å. To fit the two hydrogen bond value
a ratioH–NS/H· ·NS> 1.7 is calculated, which implies motion
with large amplitudes between the bases of the Watson–C
base pair. The interbase motion is therefore larger by at l
a factor 1.7 than the intrabase motion. The finding that so
interbase motions might occur between T18=A11 is supported
by the observed different conformations in the crystallograp

cally independent complexes of the N-terminal arm of the hom
odomain, which fits into the major groove with close contacts
D SAITO
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the base of T18 (in the X-ray structure Arg 5 makes a hydrog
bond to the O2 of T18).

Experiments similar to those in Figs. 1b and 1c were p
formed to determine the apparent hydrogen bond length
H· ·N in G≡C base pairs. However, due to the longer hydr
gen bond length when compared to the corresponding hyd
gen bond length in A=T base pairs (19) only a lower limit of
2 Å could be achieved (data not shown).

Finally, we would like to mention that the detection of tau
tomers in which hydrogen atoms become attached to the do
atom of the hydrogen bond could be easily detected via cro
correlated relaxation, since cross-correlated relaxation depe
on the third power of the distancer IS (see Eq. [1]). A popu-
lation of 5% or more would be observed. In theAntennapedia
homeodomain–DNA complex no tautomers for A=T base pairs
were found.

In conclusion, we have shown that with cross-correlated
laxation apparent hydrogen bond distances which describe
dynamics and the length of a hydrogen bond can be obtain
This approach is an attractive additonal tool to hydrogen bo
observation based on scalar couplings (2, 3, 19), chemical shifts
(19, 20), and hydrogen/deuterium exchange measurements21)
in DNA and RNA molecules.
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